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The newest installment of the "Superior Tattoo Bible" series has been in the works for a while since

we have amassed countless lettering submissions throughout the years. With an exponential

number of tattoo designs that include lettering, we thought it time to come out with an entire book

devoted to letters and banners. Superior has put out several small books on a variety of lettering

styles that have been well received. To date, thousands of these books have been purchased or

downloaded. But, why flip through several books to find the perfect font? When your customer

wants his or her loved one's name or a memorial, there is only one book they will need to refer to.

This book will be used day in and day out; it will pay for itself in a matter of days. You won't find a

better collection of lettering styles than in the Tattoo Lettering Bible. Be sure this one is on your

shelf!
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Heres the skinny on this book. I absolutley love it. There are so MANY different fonts including each

letter of the alphabet that has its own page with different styles to write that letter as well as the

whole alphabet with whatever certain kind of font you would want. The only thing i can say that i

didnt like is that each font does not have a name for what the style of font that it is.I hope this helps!

Good book for tattoo artist. Could use more script fonts.

There are only a handful of fonts in this book. Most of it is the same few fonts over and over and



over again. There really wasn't much effort put into this book at all. It's really disappointing. Not to

mention those fonts are all computer fonts, not done by hand. I wouldn't recommend this book.

My husband loved the lettering styles in this book!

Not that great for the price. Yeah there are fonts but they arent even all the same size on a lot of the

alphabets so you cant trace it (which is the only reason I bought the book) and there isnt a lot of

variety in fonts. Books fine but not really worth the price

More lettering than I thought there would be. came super fast too.

Loved it !!!! Very helpful. ........alot of nice styles. ....

awesome will buy from seller again
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